The aging cochlea: Towards unraveling the functional contributions of strial dysfunction and synaptopathy.
Strial dysfunction is commonly observed as a key consequence of aging in the cochlea. A large body of animal research, especially in the quiet-aged Mongolian gerbil, shows specific histopathological changes in the cochlear stria vascularis and the putatively corresponding effects on endocochlear potential and auditory nerve responses. However, recent work suggests that synaptopathy, or the loss of inner hair cell-auditory nerve fiber synapses, also presents as a consequence of aging. It is now believed that the loss of synapses is the earliest age-related degenerative event. The present review aims to integrate classic and novel research on age-related pathologies of the inner ear. First, we summarize current knowledge on age-related strial dysfunction and synaptopathy. We describe how these cochlear pathologies fit into the categories for presbyacusis, as first defined by Schuknecht in the '70s. Further, we discuss how strial dysfunction and synaptopathy affect sound coding by the auditory nerve and how they can be experimentally induced to study their specific contributions to age-related hearing deficits. As such, we aim to give an overview of the current literature on age-related cochlear pathologies and hope to inspire further research on the role of cochlear aging in age-related hearing deficits.